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Abstract: This paper discusses the research carried out to check the climantic characteristics of the late Mautnder
Minimum (LMM) (AD 1675-1715) in the southwestern part of the Iberian Peninsula and as an aid towards
pressure patteruis reconstruction in the NE Atlantic and Europe. Documentary evidence reveals that interannual
precipitation variability was similar to the present one, although some very severe dry periods occurred
(particularly one in 1694). On the other hand, during the LMM there was a higher percentage of cold winter
months, soel of them with snowfall. A brief comparison is made with other areas from the Mediterranean.
The relationships between weather similarities and differences for particular months is analysed in the light

A ofthe reconstructed synoptical patterns, and futher research into historical climatsc change of southern Europe
HOLOCENE is stUggested.
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Introduction
The Maunder Minimam relates to a period of reduced solar
activity between 1645 and 1715 (Eddy, 1976). Maunder himself
was a superintendent at Greenwich Observatory, who discussed
the effect on climatic oscillations of anodifications in, solar spots
at the end of the nineteenth century. The term Maunder Minimum
has been adopted by several climatologists to characterize a period
of notable Europeati temperature decrease and marked climate
variability during die 'Little Ice Age'. Mann e atl. (1998) con-
firmed recently that a highly significant correlation had been
detected between solar irradiance and the Northern Hemisphere.
temperature during the Maunder Minimum.
By 1994 enotguh information had been gathered for the r.con-

struction of the climate of central. western and northern Europe.
There was instrumental data for Paris (Pfister and Bareiss, 1994),
cenatral England (Manley, 1]974; Siegenthaler, 1994), Z7.dich
(Pister, 1994a) and wind data for Oresund (DernIark) (Frich and
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Frvdendahl, 1994). as well as indexed data for Switzerland
(Pfister, 1988; Pfster, 19941'), Germany (Glaser et at, 1994), Italy
(Camanuffo and BaA, 1994), Bohemia and Moravia (Brizdil er at.,
1994), Iceland (Ogilvie, 1995), the SE of die Iberian Peninsula
(Balrriendos, 1994), as well as others (see Frenizel et at., 1994).

Fromn the available infonnation, a group of climatologists mnade
the first synoiptic interpretation of mon.thly weather maps for the
period 1675--1704 (Wanner et al., 1994). However, data was still
lacking and a conclusion could not be drawn as to whether the
'Little Ice Age' was a period of generalized cooling in Europe
ant the eastern Atlantic or not.

Portugal is located in the southwestern extremity of Europe, on
the boundary between the subtropical and the mid-latitude cir:ca-
latimn regimes. Its climatic variability is related to the North
Atlantic Oscillation and information about this part of Europe is
necessary for the reconstruction of climate over the Europe/North
Atlantic sector (Luterbacher et al., 2000). The present research
began by seeking data in Portugal. a conmtry with no tradition of
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historical climatology research. The most abundant infotmation
refers to Lisbon (38043'N, 9009'W, 95 ;) and to Evora (338034'N,
7°54'W. 309 m; 140 kmn east of Lisbon and which has a slightly
more continental Mediterranean climate). The main sources used
for climate reconstruction in southern Portugal are described irn
the first section of this paper. In the second part, temperature and
precipitaion evolution in southern Portugal are presented and
synoptically interpreted.

Documentary sources

Instrumental data are extremely rare for the late seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries (Bradley and Jones. 1995); so reliable
documentary sources :had to be usedl instead. In the case of Portu-
gal. research focused on diaries, as well as on ecclesiastical,
Afi.ericordlias and mu-nicipal instituational souirces.

The diary of Manuel de Almeida
The most interesting diary found was the volume of the Memdrias
fuisto;ricas de TJsboa. wri-tten by a certain Mvlanuel de Almeida
between 7 November 1696 and 2 April 1716, and edited by
Antdnio Pina Cabral in 1948. Manuel de Ahleida has not beenl
identified because his name is very common. The only thing we
do know is that he was a laymain. 'The account is organized
chronologically and, although non-meteorological news is the
main thread throughout it, there are detailed descriptions of
weather and of wh1at Manuel de Ahamida perceived to be its
consequences. The fact that these descriptions may have been
exaggerated was borne in mind during die analysis. In some cases,
the author explicitly states his own doubts about dates - for
instance: 'it snowed in lisbon on the 12th (or 3th?) of March
1684'. This fact only lends itself to making this document trust-
worthy and it will be now critically analysed since it constitutes,
at the present mom-tent, one of our best sources.

Reported events
All the information is qualitative in. nature, and therefore subjec-
tive. The author mentions either short extreme weather events or
writes about the weat'he-r for some months or parts of months.
Data on individual days, altshough interesting in themselves, were
iot, used for the monthly reconstruction of the climate. The inten-
sity of certain episodes, especially heavy rciinfalls, may be
assessed thurough their colnsequences. which at times are described
in oreat detail.

Selection criteria
The text highlights the periods before and after the days in which
noteworthy everns take place, according to the author: important
dates concerning the royal family, such as royal births, christen-
ings, weddings, funerals or diuressions, the atrival and departure
of fleets to and fromn Brazil, battles, autos'-de-fe, fires, murders
and religious festivities. The onaly climnatic-hydrologic facts that
deserve mention in themselves are the floods, largely urban. The
inflated prices of staple foods, which Manuel de Almeida associ-
ates with die inaclemency of the weather, occasionally deserve
his attention.
The selection of facts depends on the date of writing. The

author starts writing iIl 1696, and briefly describes events back to
1680 with the help of somie scattered notes. This first part is more
concise, featuring an average of 36 lines per yeair betwee-n 1680
and 1695, whereas there are 100 lines for each year after 16Q6.

Monthly variability of the available information
Information is very unequally distributed throughout each year,
and more frcequent in the winter months, particularly January, for
the following reasons: (a) each yearly chronicle opens witi an

account of the weather conditions at the ouset of each year; (b)
there would, in fact, have been several extremely cold montns of
January during the period covered in the text. In contrast, there
is much less information about summers. During these 37 years,
there is information about only ei gat summers against 25 winters.

Other individual sources
Some other individual (and not institutional) Sources 1have also
been used. Most of themn consist of manuscripts written by Inen-
bers of the educated class of that period and are related to social.
cultural and meteorological eve-nts. The writings of Jos6 Somares
da Silva and the priest Joki Baptista de Castro were exanined.

J.S. da Silva was atmember of -he Royal Acadeny of Histoty.
Approximately every fortnight between 1701 and 1716. he wrote
his 'Gazette written in the form of a letter' (CaZeta composta em
forma de carta). which often included information about extremne
weather events or meteorological characteristics of a period
(manwucript; Silva, 1931). J.B. Castro studied in a Jesuit school
and for some time he lived in Rome, where he worked for Pope
Clement XI1I. When he returned to Portugal. he organized a
Chronological Opuscuile (Oprivr'tcr chronoldgico), in which he
wrote on important events in Portugal every year. Meteorological
news about 1704 and 1709 was found in this m.anuscript.

Ecclesiastical sources

Pro-pluvia and pro-serenitate rogation ceremonies
Droughts and excessive precipitation, the latter in the form of
rainfall of devastating proportions or of excessive year-long
hmnidity, were prior to the nineteenth century in most parts of
Europe taken as God's punishnent. His forgiveness had therefore
to be sotght by means of various religious rites, individual as
well as collective. In Spain, pro-piuvia processions wele commoln,
organiized by the local ecclesiastical authorities and funded by
civil authorities, the Town Halls in particular. The systematic use
of the Minutes of the Chapter Edicts (Acordios do CslAbdo)
allowed Barriendos (1997) to reconstruct the chief drought epi-
sodes between the fifteenth and nineteenth centluries for several
Spanish cities.

In Portugal, however, the rogation ceremonies that deserved
written notice were rare during the LMM. Only four references
were found. Two pro-pluvia ceremonies were recorded: one of
them in 1694 with supplications for an end to a drought tchat hnad
lasted a year and another one at the end of th1e winter 1712. The
pro-serentate ceremonies took place in 1684 and 1708. Ongoing
research his revealed that rogation ceremonies were carried out
more frequently duing the second half of the eighteenth century.

Other sources about weather phenomena
T1e most useful infaonnation found in ecclesiastical news refers
to periods of excessive rainfall when religious events, such as
processions, had to be postponed. In Evora there are ntumterou-s
references to rainy spells in January, mostly with regards to die
procession. on St Sebastian's day (20 January) and sometimes pre-
vious and following weeks. The 'weather' was important when-
ever it hindered the regular course of routine religious ceremonies,
and this is the reason why it is mentioned at all in severat ecclesi-
astical docunients. For the LMM period. however, only two obser-
vations were found among the Minutes of the Chapter Edicts
(Acorddos do Cabido) and from the Book of Memoirs and
Records (Livtrodr Lembran~as e Asvrnzov). both fromi Evora.

Miseric6rdias sources
The Myisericzjrdia.s were charitable institutions founded in the six-
teenth century in Portugal by Queen Leonor (wife of Mcanuel I)
at the time of the discoveries. They were set uip in manly towns
and organized into brotherhoods (coiqfrarias - groups of religious
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or secular Christians) with the aim of giving spiritual and material
support to the local people. Each.Misericdrdia .had its own church.
All sort of important records were gathered in the Books of
Minutes and Recollections (Livros d- 4ctars e Lembrancgas):
religious festivities organized by each confraria, food distribution,
health care. etc. Weather information was sometimes appended
to the description of the Afiser/icdrdia activities, anld data referring
to 1704 and firomi 1710 to 1715 was used.

Municipal sources
Several references to 'weather conditions' were found in munici-
pal sources. The minutes of the Lisbon and Evora town halls
(Arcts das Cdmarav Myunicipais) were used. As clinmatic
paroxystns triggered the implementation of a number of measures
aimed at attenuating their respective consequences, these sources
have proved to be quite useful. Informiation about water short'agre
or poor-quality water, insufficient wheat production and decrease
of milk. or meat production was found in the Evora Town Hall
minutes. In the Lisbon documnents no weatier-related information
has been found for the Late Maunder Mininiumn. The informiation
from Evora was carefully aanalysed and compared withn the well-
known historical facts. Reports on economic and social measures
taken were used whenever its climatic causes were explicitly
stated. When Por-tugal took part in the War of the Spanish Suc-
cession between 1705 and 1715, there was -no wheat in, Evora
because most of it was sent to the battlefront, and consequently
no diata wts extracted from the Evora Town Hall minutes for
this period.

Methods

Climatic reconstruction
In order to reconstruct the climate during the LMM, we chose to
adapt the methodology developed by Pfister (1988: 1995) and
U.sed by other researchers such as B.arriendos (1994) and (Glaser
(1996). Each month was given an index according to available
information. If sufficient ptroxy information (in a quantitative
fonn) is available. the value of the indices concerning temperature
and precipitation varies between a maximum deficit for a parti-
cular phenomenon (-3) and a maximurn surfeit (-±3), witll -thie
value 0 corresponding to months regarded as 'normal'. Index set-
ting is a rather delicate task which, in the present case, depended
on the intensity of the depicted consequences (qualitative
information). Therefore, only 'the indices +1 (high temperature or
heavy rainfalls) and --I (cold weather or drought episode) were
assigned to each month. When combined, these yield to seasonal
values ranging -fi-om +3 to -3 and to annual indices from +12 to
--12. The value 0 refers eithier to indications of normal conditions
or absence of information. The lack of information very often
means that the month was a normal one in view of the fact that the
weather was not considered something to write about. However, it
cannot be concluded that all the months for which no information
exists were notmal ones.
The indices were set independently for Lisbon (1680-1716) and

Evora (1675-1715). O-n the basis of present-day climatic varia-
bility (Alcoforado, 1984: Maheras et al., 1994) and through com-
parison of the 17 mionths for which there was parallel information
for Lisbon atid for Evora. an index was developed for southern
Portugal based on -the joint data for the two cities.

Available data
The, detail of the monthly infornation, which was used for climate
reconstruction is obviously not always the same. SoIne examples
are given in Table l. As ean be noted, even one single source
may give sufficient direct infornatiorn concerning a month or sev-
eral weeks. For the period 1675-1715, there are observations con-

cerming hydric phenomena in 33% of the 480 monthls. From those,
83.8% of the data was obtained firom one source, 15.2% fiom two
different sources aid 1% from three sources. When more than
one source was available, no contradictions were found except on
two occasions. In this case no informtation was considered. Out
of the total set of moinths, 201,% provide tihermal data. In this case
the only source of direct information was the diary of Manuel de
Almeida (in Cabral, 1948). If we consider winter separately then
thermal data for 35% of the months is available.

Precipitation data is therefore more reliable, aflthough interest-
ing thermal informniation was extracted.

Temperature and precipitation
reconstruction between Aw 1675 and
1715
Temperature
The results for the LMM4 were compared with a recent reference
period 1961-90. For this reference period, monthfs were
assignred --J index, when their temperature and/or precipitation
value was inferior to die mean -I standard deviation. - I cotre-
sponds to values superior to the mean +1 standard deviation.
With regard to the annual temperat-ure index, there is a large

differeince between the percentage of 'normal' months between
fte LMM (81%,,) and the reference period 1961-90 (53%/l). We
may therefore suppose that a lot of information is lacking and i.t
is advisable not to draw any conclusions (Fig-ure 1, right).

If, on the other hand, we consider winter (Figure 1, left) then
tihere is only a 14% difference in the percentages of' 'normnal'
months (6734 for the LMM and 53% for 1961-Q90. In this case,
we may analyse the graph and conclude that -the 11MM was colder:
28% of cold months during the LMM, against only 7% durilng
the recent period. As stated before, most of the infortnation we
possess refers to cold wirners (17 out of 40). Only for two years
(out of 40) did we findsreferences to mild winters (1699 and 1707;
Figure 3). On the other hand, there is a'higher percentage of 'war-
mer' months during the 1961---90 period than during the LMM
(Figure 1).
Another fact that may confirm that there were very cold spells

dating the LMM is related to the presence of snowfall. In the 37
years spanned by the diary of Manuel de Ahneida. snowfall in
Lisbon is reported eight times (December 1680; January 1693,
1703, 1704, 1709, 1716; March 1684; April 1699) which shows
a clear differen-ce itn relation to present conditions (on ly two snow-
falls during the larst 40 years, both in February 1.954), and suggests
that the 'feeling' of coldness, as expressed by the author, may be
due to lower temperatures than those registered today, as well as
to different synoptical patterns or higher frequency of circulation
types that occur nowadays (Luterbacher, 1998). On 1 February
1954, for example, it snowed in Lisbon when tihere was a deep
depression, centred at the east of the Iberian Peninsiula; it was
associated with a meridional circulation pattern (up to 500 hPa)
and advention of a very cold anld relatively unstable ai-mass. This
particular synoptical situation will not be visible on die meani
monthly pressure pattern reconstruction (Luterbacher et ci., in
ADVICE Final Report, 1998: Luterbacher et al., 2000), because
die snow spells never lasted a sufficiently long time.

According to our sources. die 1680s were 'normal' except for
the cold winters of 1681. ,atnd 1688 (Fig(ure 2). Unlike other places
in Europe, the years 1683/84 and 1684/85 were not particularly
cold (or information is lacking'. Nevertheless. there were some
very severe cold spells in the 1690s (winters in 1692/93 and
1693/94; and springs in 1694 and 1698; Figure 3). According to
Font Tullot (1988). this decade was the coldest of the 'Little Ice
Age' in Spain. For this courntry, the severe winter of 1693/94 is
mentioned by the aforementioned source. by Matute y Gaviria
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Table 1 Listing of available data relative to four of the studied months

1 source: January 1703
Precipitation index: - I; temperature index: -
1-20: cold weather. rain and snow; NW wind; 20-25- no rain. 25-31: cold and rain again, numerous floods (Aimeida, in Cabral. 1948).

2 sources: January 1694
Precipitation index: 1: temperature index: --I
It was extremely cold in December 1693 and the weather was very cold and dry during the following year. It did not rain between mid-December
1693 and June 1694. The harvests were very poor and the people were hungry. In April and the following months, several rogation ceremonies took
place in- Lisbon (M. Alrreiida, in Cabral, 1948: 30-32.). The spring dryness is contfirned in the Municipal soutrces of Evora, and the lack of' winter rain
may be ,nferred (Acta da Camara Municipal de Evor, Veo. XXVII, Folio 11, 28/5/1694).
3 sources: January and February 1708
Procipitation ijndjces. + i; no tenmperature indicos
In Lisbon. there was no day without rain in January. In February and March it rained even more (Aimeida. in Cabral, 1948: 65-66). From mid-December
unt.. the end of lanDuary it rained nearly everly day and there were very frequent and intense floods, causing several damages (Silva, imanuscript,
15 February 1708). Ieavy rains continued to fall in February and March, causing rnumerous floods (Silva, manuscript, 20 and 29 February 1108). On
2i) February, it was decided that special prayers to God should be made on account of the heavy rains in Evora (Codicecs Eboren.sis Capituli 14 VI).
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(1886) and by Rodrigo (1996). According to Camuffo and Enzi
(1994: 246), 1694 was a cold winter, but not one of the most
severe in northern Italy, and the Venetian lagoons did not freeze
(Camuffo. 1.987).
The pressure patterns reconrlstrUction (Luterbacher et al., In

ADVICE Final Report, 1998; Luteerbacher et al.. 2000) showed
that duiring the LM3tM the air pressure was frequently higher over

NE Scandinavia. particularly in winter. This fact led to advection
of cold atnd dry air towards central and southern Europe. The fin-
lings with regard to Portugal show that this cold advection also
reached dte most southwesterly parts of Europe. A good example

Figure 3 Seasonal temperature indeA for southern Portugal between 1675
and 1.715 (autuin = Septenmber-Nosemnber, winter = Decemuber-
F'ebruarv, etc.).

of this occurred in January and February 1694, when an anti-
cyclone centred over the.Atlantic but spread over northern Europe
causing NE flux towards southwestern Europe (this was a very
dry period as well).

The main differences between Portugal and central Eutrpe in
winter exist towards the end of the LMM. After 1700, -de cold
period continu-ed in Portugal, especially in 1700 ,alnd between 171 1
and 1715. while further north and east the temperature rVose (With
the exception of 1709). According to pressure pattern reconstruc-
tion (Luterbacher er a!., in AJD)VICE Final Repo-rt, 1998; Luter-
bacher et al., 2000), in somne of the nsonths (such as November
1707), an. Atlantic anticyclone spread over Europe at the latitude
of Portugal originating a continental eastern flow tow ards POrtu-
gal. Simultaneously a westerly air-flow occurred in western and
northern Europe, causing relatively mild winters.

The coolest period of the LMM occurred earlier in central
Europe (1690s) than in eastern E-urope (beginning of' the eight-
eenth century) (Pfister, 1994a: 296). In southwestern Europe the
coldest period would have also occurred at the beginning of the
eighteenth century. The winter temperature decrease in Portugal,
particularly at the end of the LMM. is comparable wsi the one
referred to by Serre-Bachet (1994: 271) at grid point 35'N- 10"W
(southwestwards from Portugal), 'where the cooling is recorded
only fromt 1703'. Thus it seems that in southern Europe the great-
est similarities cicurred in places at the sane lontgitude. More
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Figure 4 Precipitatono indices referrin~g to thre LMM and 196 1 90
(southern Portugal).

evidence is necessary to prove this, but we canl suppose that even
smnall longitude va-riations highly contributed to explain climate
variability in. souhern Europe, owing to frequent meridional cir-
culation.

During thle 1LMM summ.rers, Ca negative pressure anomaly
occurred over the British Isles (Luterhacher, 1998; 1 uxerbacher et
aL, 2000) That means that strong westerlies were blowing
towardes western Europe, where low summer temperatures
occurred. In southern Portugal there is hardly any recorded news
about cool sumnmer months (only June 17121) or about very hot
summaters, except: 1687 and 1697tone hot month per year); 1705,
17071 and 1710 (two months per year); 17I14 and 1715 (thEree hot
monthis both years). During most of theeLMM period, the limit
of the perturbated western circulation might have been located
northwards of die Iberian Peninsula, which could have been 'pro-
tected' by the Azores Anticyclone. Daring the two very long-last-
ing 1714 and 17 summers. advection from th eF and SF may
have occurred.

Precipitation
There is more information relative to rainfall than temperature

duing the LMN. In this case, however, no large differences were
found betweentpie frequencies of dry and wet months betweein
the two periods, as can be seelnin Figure 4.in southiern Portugal,
tJh-e LMM was characterized by a great precipitation variability
(Figure 5), as was the case in the eighteenthand early nineteenth
centuries (Alcofrado e,atl, 1997; and ongoing research) and dur-
ing the subsequent instrumental period (Alcoforado, 1984).
Most of the winter ionthcs we-re wet or 'normnal', except 1681,

1689, 1693 and 1694, as well as the last winters of the LMM:

17111-12 and 17714--1715 (Figure 6). Nowadays the precipitation
variabilitv in Lisbon is more dependent on the duratiot of the
rainy season, i.e.. rainfall in spring and aut-umn, than on rain inten-
sity in winter (Alcoforado, 1984). That was also the case during
the LMM. Ilaridy any information was found relating to the aut-
umn itt the first 15 years of the LMM, but after the drought of
1694 great in-terannual variability took place in autumn, with rain-
fall deficit periods also in 1697, 1700, 1707 and 1714-15. In
spring, dry seasons were found to have occurred at the beginning
of the series (1676, 1680). in 1694, in 1698 and at the end of
tfhe period.

According to our sources, there were frequent drouglt periods
that occurred simultaneously with cold spells, in winter and early
spring. Their synoptic causes are presented above.

If a winter drought continued into spring, then the consequences
in agriculture and water shortage became signilicant. In 1694, the
drought lasted froom January 1693 until October 1694 (shortly
interrupted by a 'normal' autumn in 1693) and there were rogation
ceremonies in Lisbon. There can be no doubt of the water short-
age. This drought occurred all over Portugal and in central ansd
southern. Spain (Toledo and Sevilla; Barriendos, 1997). In Italy
there is reference to a dry year (Carnuffo and Enzi, 1994: 246).
The other long droughts of the LMM in Portugal were between
March and June 1680. winter 1681, spring 1698, spring 1.699,
spring and autumn 1700, winter 1712 and between January 1714
and January 1716 (Figure 6). For a great pan of the year 1714,
the drought stretched from Portugal to Italy and to the eastern
Mediterranean (Font Tullot. 1988; Barriendos, 1997. Camulfo and
Enzi, 1994; Grove and Conterio, 1994).

In Portugal, summer is normally a dry season (1931-60 inean
precipitation in Lisbon in July wsas 3.1 mm, and in August
4.3 mm). With only one exception in 1701 (Figure 6). no LMM
summer rainfall excess is in;dicated in our sources; this was not
the case further north in Europe. The reason is the samne as the
aforementioned one, which explains why temperatures were not
particularly low: the westerlies do not seem to have affected Por-
tugal in the sumnmer. No precipitation deficit was infenrreSd because
of the lack of rain in July and Augu.st, as this is usual in sowth-
ern Portugal.
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Figure 5 Annu al preciptitation index for southern. Portu-1gal betwtee) 1675
aid 1715 (see text for details).

Figure 6 Seasonal precipitation index for southern Portugal between 1675
and I715. (auitmn ' September-November; winter = December-Febru-
ary; etc.).
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Discussion

The scarcity (or the absence of continuity) of data referring to the
NMM from the different countries of the Mediterranean (does not

yet permit uis to analyse quantitatively and systematically the, main

differences between thern, as was done in a recent study where
temperatures forom Lisbon, Barcelona. Florence, Malta, Athens,
and Jerusalem (1860-1990) w'ere conipared in order to identify
anomalously warm and cold months in the Mediterranean basin
(Maherais et a1., 2000). The spatial distribution. of the positive and
negative ihermal anoomalies were explained in the light of the dif-
ferent circulation patterns in this area.

Nevertheless, on the basis of availahble information (Catnuffo,
19'87. Camuffo and Enzi, 1994; 1995; Le Roy Ladurie, 1983;
Grove and Conterio, 1994; Ban'iendos, 1997; Setre-Bachet, 1994;
Serre-Bachet et al, 1995), we may state that hot months or cold
monthis on, the one hand, and dry or humnid months on the other,

did not often coincide from tfhe Iberian Peninsula to Italy, and

even less so to Greece, during the LMM.
Meridional circulation originates normally greater weather dif-

ferences withiln the Mediterranean tharn zonal circutirtion; bu.t
wave amplitude governs temiperature and precipitation spatial

variability. For exanple, in March 1700, according to sea-level
pressure reconstru.ction (Luterbacher et a., in ADVICE Final
Report. 1998; Luterbacher et at.. 2000). a stuface anticyclone pro-

duced a drought in Portugal and Spain (Barcelona, Girona and
Toledo .annual values in BarriendOos, 1997), while a deep surface
depression induced heavy rainfall in northern Italy (Camuffo anid

Enzi, 1994: 246-47). It probably also rained in southern France,
because Grove aid Conterio (1994) state that the olive production
was spoiled and Le Roy Ladurie (1983) writes that the vine har-
vest was six days late. Northeasterly airflow caused cold wea-ther

and snow-fall in the eastern Mediterranean, including a great deal
of snow inr Crete (Grove and Conterio, 1994).

Zonal circulation is more prone to originate weather similarities
within the Mediterranean. By western circulattion, rainy weather
occurs in Portugal and Spain, sometimes also in southern France
and Italy. Winter temperatures will then be high all over the Medi-
terranean. (Maheras et al., 21}000). Eastern circulation often gener-

atei dry weather, cold in winter and hot in summer. Maheras et
at (2000) verified that in winter when the cold air, proceeding
fromn northeast Europe, moves along the southern flank of a large
anticyvclone oriented E-WV, from. Jerusalem to Lisbon, then nega-

tivye thermal deviations to the nliean occur all over the Mediter-
ranean (Maheras et al., 2000: Figure lb). In January 17 14. a

somewhat similar situation may have occurredt, as confirm-ed by
sea-level pressure recons1tr`uction (Lutterbacher er1at., in ADVICE
Final Report. 1998). Cold weather and drought were recorded for
Portugal, northern .pai (data for 1714 as a whole in Barriendos,
1997) and eastern Mediterraneaan. 'This was 'possibly thie miost
severe and widespread winter drought (. .aaffecting the whole
region from central ande southern Greece to the Black seat area'

tGrove and Coniterio, 1994: 275). The presence of a blocking high

covering large areas of Europe explains that the drought was also
recorded in Bohemia and Moravia (Brazdil et al.. 1994), England
(Siegenthaler, 1994), Gernmany (CGlaser et al.. 1994) and Switzer-
land (Pfister. 1994b).

January 1709 is a mionth which deserves further st-udy, as it
was extremely cold in a large part of western and central Europe
(Pfister eta!, 1994). 'In many parts of Europe this may have been

the coldest winter month within Phe last five hundred years'
(Pfister et al., 1994: 345). Janulary 1709 was also extremely cold

in the westerrn and central Mediterranean: there is evidence lefer-
ring to Lisbon, Seville (Palomo, 1984), Girona (m-nanuscript from
Constans), southern France (Le Roy Ladurie. 1983). northern Italy
(Camuffo, 1987; Camuffo and P.nzi, 1994: 246-47) and forner
Yugoslavia. The lagoons of Venice and the river at Girona froze

and allowed the crossing of people (Girona) and of carriages and
artillery (Venice). Palonto writes about an 'unu-sually cold winter'
in Seville. It snowed in Lisbon, Girona and Venice. The cold par-
oxysm took place during the first decade of January. Lachiver
(1991. quo-ted by Pfister et aI, 1994) writes that the advection of
Arc-tic air progressed across France, from. north to south, firom 5
to 7 January. These results tie in with our soLrces, where it is
clear that the cold wave began on the 6th in Venice and southern
France, on the 7th in Girona and on the 8th in Lisbon7, showing
that the cold ainmass also progressed across the Pyrenees. The
cold wave lasted three weeks in Portugal, Catalonia. France and
northern Italy.
We may suppose there was a large planetary ridge on the Atlan-

tic, giving rise along its eastern border to nioitherly (or
northeasterly) winds in western Europe (including western and
central Mediterranean areas). This interpretation is partially sup-
ported by the surface pressure reconstruction for January 1709
(Luterbacher et at, in ADVICE Final Report, 1998) in whicth
there is also a low over central Italy (and probably a valley on the
upper levels ofthe troposphere). This would explain tde instability
which gave rise to sinowfall. However, as the weather was not
homogeneous throughout the whole month, a more detailed press-
ure reconstruction will be necessary to ually understandu this cold
wave, which does nwot seem to have progressed further east.
According to Grove and Colnterio (1994), there is noe evidence. of
cold weather in the eastern Mediterranean and more specifically'
in. Greece in January 1]709.

hi February and March, neither very cold weather nor s-1now
were reported in Portugal, unlike further north in Europe and Italy
where all the winter nionths were very cold and snowy (Camuffo
and Enzi, 1994: 246). This was probably due to a different relative
position of the anticyclone over the Atlantic and the direction of
the airflow, that arrived from the west in Portugal, accordinlg to
the surface pressure reconstruction (Luterbaclher et at., in
ADVICE Final Report, 1998). However, as swted above, these
maps represent monthly means and a study based on daily data
would be very interesting, considering that this period represents
a very cold spell during the already warmer period in nortbern
Europe (Glaser ei al., 1994).

Conclusion
The LMM was rather a cold period in Portugal at least after 1693
and particularly in winter and spring. During dite 1690s the cold
spells coincided with those of central, western and southern Eur-
ope, when strong high,-pressure centres occurred over northern
Europe. hI the early 1700s. when temperature was already rising
in other places, such as England (Manley, 1974) and central Fur-
ope (Pfister, 1994a), there were still some ver-y cold winter months
in southern Portugal (with relation to Portuguese standards). The
early 1700s also represent the coldest period at grid point 350N--
100W, southwestwards from the Algarve (Serre-Bachaet, 1994).
Some of the cold months in Portugal occurred during westerly
circulation in central Europe. northwards from an anticyclone
which originated cold eastern air flow towards the Iberian Penin-
sula. However, the lack of data for a longer period does not permit
us to state whether the LMM cooling in soutaern Europe was
exceptional or not. According to Serre-Bachet (199-1), 'as far as
these reconstructions, maLily based on tree-rings, are reliable
( -)?tdihe Maunder Minimum cooling was not exceptional in com-
parison with other cool episodes' (p. 273).

Precipitation interannual variability is similar to the present
one. Even during die present decade. very tiry years have alter-
nated with others with. excessive rainfall (1996-97 and 1997--98).
Rogation ceremonies were a rarity duri-ng the LMIM. and their
number increased during the eighteenth century (Taborda, oral
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information) which confirms the 'normality' of precipitation

interannual variability of the LMM. Subsequent to heavy rains,

great material damages and even loss of' life in the LMM are

referred to in outr sources. Nowadays, the consequences of heavy

rainfalls in Portugal seem' to be getting worse and worse; but this

is also due tIo the human choice of land use (construction near-

or in dry valleys, river channelling, deforestation). In November

1997. there were deaths and severe damage in the Alente~jo (the

region where Evora is located) due -to flash floods, with a recur-

rence period. of 50 or .100 years and subsequently forgotten by the

following generations. However, those extreme weather event-s are

a normal characteristic of a Mediterranean climate antid cannot be

directly attributed to 'global climate change%'.

The latitudinial inflUence and the consequent exposure to west-

ernm circulattion (either, anticyclonical or pe-rtubatech or eastern air-

flujx is not, th-e only key to explain the similarities or differences

in thermal or hygric excesses within1. the Mediterranean area. The

present study and Maheras et al. (2000) confirm that 'the interest

lies in the discontinuity of'climiatic. conditions in the two halves

of the Mediterr-anean basin' (Grove and Coniterio, 1994: 284), but

they also Sh1ow that spatial variability is sniore nuanced than that,

given that meridional circulation is responsible for greater spatial

weather differences than just east-west contrasts. More data anld

joint research wvill he necessary in order to achieve an understanid-

ing of climatc teleconnections Within the Mediterranean area as

well as of its historical climate change.
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